IonBench, manufacturer of mobile benches especially designed for Mass
Spectrometers
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IonBench TM announced today a new product line of
laboratory furniture for mass spectrometry.
IonBench TM Benches and Tables are designed to ease the
day to day use of your LC/GC/MS, by providing a significant number of features that makes
the use of your analytical instrument much more easier:
Quieter environment with an integrated noise reduction cabinet to decrease vacuum
pump noise by 75%. Cabinet can accommodates up to two vacuum pumps under the
instrument and overheating temperature alarm is included.
Increased accessibility all around the Mass Spectrometer with a fully movable bench,
on lockable casters wheels (ease the instrument service).
Reduce linear space requirement by 30% for the mass spectrometer installation, by
integrating all system peripherals into a well-designed IonBenchTM. As an example
the control computer, flat screen monitor can, solvent waste container can be
attached conveniently without additional footprint.
Vacuum pumps positioned on a specific patented absorbing vibration system to
protect turbomolecular pumps by reducing vibration by 99% (this is typically one issue
that is not addressed by conventional lab furniture and excessive vibration reduces
the performance and lifetime of turbomolecular pumps inside the mass spectrometer).
Better ergonomics and security in labs, by using a bench designed for mass
spectrometry applications (solvent storage, increased number of electrical power
sockets, flat screen monitor arm, Printer storage , Auto Sampler, PC Holder...)
IonBench TM products are compatible with all main mass spectrometers manufacturers
such as Agilent, AB Sciex, Bruker, Jeol, Leco, Perkin Elmer, Shimadzu, Thermo Scientific,
Varian, Waters...
IonBench is distributed on line via its dedicated web site, visit www.ionbench.com for
further information.
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